Photograph No. 1 - A view of Tuirini watershed from the bridge on Seling - Saitual Road. Prevailing cultivation practices can be seen on the river banks.

Photograph No. 2 - A view of the Tuirini watershed along with the forest.
Photograph No. 3 - Forest occupy a major portion of the Tuirini watershed.

Photograph No. 4 - Bamboo dominated jhum area near Darlawng village.
Photograph No. 5 - Tree dominated jhum area near Tlungvel village.

Photograph No. 6 - Darlawng village in the watershed.
Photograph No. 7 - Tlungvel village in the watershed.

Photograph No. 8 - A part of Thingsulthliah village in the watershed.
Photograph No. 9 - Survey to prepare resource inventory of economic plant species, existing cropping system and Socio-economic condition of inhabitants of the watershed.

Photograph No. 10 - Market survey for documentation of availability of forest products in Seling market.
Photograph No. 11 - Resource inventory survey, scholar interviewing a village women of watershed area in Tlungvel village.
Photograph No. 12 - Resource inventory survey, scholar with V.C.P. of Darlawng village.
Photograph No. 13 - Resource inventory survey, scholar interviewing V.C.P. of Thingsultliah village in the watershed.
Photograph No. 14 - Loss of forest cover due to jhum cultivation with shortened jhum cycle, near Darlawng village.

Photograph No. 15 - Forest of watershed area near 10 km stone on Seling - Saitual road. Main stream is also seen.
Photograph No. 16 - Forest of watershed area near Darlawng village.

Photograph No. 17 - Forest of watershed area near Seling village.
Photograph No. 18 - Degradation of land due to faulty land use, near 8 km stone on Seling - Saitual road.
Photograph No. 19 - Cropping system: Banana plantation near Thingsulthliah village.

Photograph No. 20 - Cropping system: Pineapple plantation near Thingsulthliah village.
Photograph No. 21 - Cropping system: Orange plantation near Thingsulthliah village.

Photograph No. 22 - Cropping system: Vegetable farming in Tlungvel village.